SKF 38393 alters the rate-dependent D2-mediated inhibition of nigrostriatal but not mesoaccumbens dopamine neurons.
Previous electrophysiological studies have failed to identify significant effects of the D1 dopamine (DA) agonist SKF 38393, either alone or in combination with the D2 agonist quinpirole (LY 171555), on the spontaneous firing rate of midbrain DA neurons. We have utilized extracellular single-unit recording techniques to examine whether SKF 38393 can alter D2-mediated inhibition of DA cell activity. Quinpirole-induced inhibition of the spontaneous activity of midbrain DA neurons was observed to be positively correlated with the basal firing rate of the neuron being examined (i.e., faster cells required higher doses to achieve 50% and maximal inhibition). Pretreatment with SKF 38393 (1.0 mg/kg, i.v.; 4 minutes) eliminated the rate dependency of quinpirole-induced inhibition of nigrostriatal but not mesoaccumbens DA neurons. This effect of SKF 38393 was blocked both by the D1 antagonist SCH 23390 and by hemitransections of the forebrain. In summary, SKF 38393 appears to exert Dl-specific, feedback pathway-dependent effects on the profile of responsiveness of nigrostriatal DA neurons to D2-mediated inhibition of cell firing rate.